A path tracking controller is designed for an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with input delay based on neural network (NN) predictive control algorithm. To compensate for the time-delay in control system and realize the purpose of path tracking, a predictive control algorithm is proposed. An NN is used to estimate the nonlinear uncertainty of AUV induced by hydrodynamic coefficients and the coupling of the surge, sway, and yaw angular velocity. By Lyapunov theorem, stability analysis is also given. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
Introduction
With the rapid development of demands for the resources, countries around the world have attached importance to the exploration and application of the marine resources. Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is a mobile carrier which is small in size and convenient in controllability as the special equipment for resource exploration, environmental monitoring, and ocean investigation. It has the ability for long-time navigating and great-weight carrying and satisfies the different demands of the fields of military science and economics (see [1] [2] [3] and references therein).
In recent years, control problems of AUV such as setpoint stabilization, trajectory tracking control, and path tracking control have been actively considered by many researchers. Based on nonlinear control theory, several control methods have been proposed, such as sliding mode control [4] [5] [6] , adaptive control [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and predictive control [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, a common problem of the above literatures is that the time-delays are not taken into account. In practical systems, time-delays are unavoidable in information acquisition and transmission. Time-delay phenomenon is often a source of instability and poor performance [16] [17] [18] . From this point of view, considerable amount of attention has been paid to the problem of stabilization and control of time-delay systems. Predictive control is a good method with the ability to handle constraints and time-delays [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Now, it has become one of the most popular control methodologies no matter in theory or the reality (see [24] [25] [26] [27] ). The NN predictive control for nonlinear dynamic systems with input delay was studied in [24] , but the considered predictive model is required for linear ones and this condition is removed in this paper. The predictor-based control algorithm for an uncertain input delay Euler-Lagrange system was studied in [26] , but the controller is an iteration form. To overcome the problem of input delay in Euler-Lagrange dynamical systems directly, a predictor with uncertain system dynamics was proposed in [27] . Recently, predictive control has been applied in many kinds of practical systems [28] [29] [30] [31] . Up to now, only a few papers have considered this problem because of its complexity. Paper [32] addressed the control problem with input delay and synthesized a robust controller for underwater vehicles which requires only knowledge of mass matrix. The region tracking problem for AUV with input delay based on predictive control was studied in [33] , but it assumes that all the states are known in advance. Therefore, it is a very challenging and significant work to investigate the path tracking control of AUV with input delay.
In this paper, a novel controller is investigated for path tracking control of AUV with input delay. Because of the hydrodynamic coefficients and the surge, sway, and yaw angular velocity coupling, an NN is used to identify the 2 Journal of Control Science and Engineering nonlinear part of AUV at first. Then predictive control algorithm is employed to compensate for the delay produced in input channel. The proposed predictive model is a nonlinear model. Stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed based on Lyapunov stability theory. Finally, a simulation example is presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The problem of path tracking for AUV is formulated in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to identification of AUV system by NN. Stability analysis for the boundness of error state and NN weight estimation error are also performed. The predictor and the corresponding control are derived in Section 4. The problems of dealing with the time-delay and stability analysis are illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 validates the feasibility and performance of the proposed control law by simulation experiment. Some conclusions are given in Section 7.
Problem Formulation
In the horizontal plane, a 3-DOF AUV with input delay can be modeled aṡ= is the input of the system and the vector of the forces and moments on AUV induced by the input and fins. is a known constant time-delay. ℎ is the output of the system. The kinematic transformation matrix transformation from the body-fixed frame to earth-fixed frame is denoted by ( ), and
Then system (1) changed tȯ
where nonlinear uncertain function
The objective of this paper is that the output of system (4) tracks a desired trajectory , with all internal signals and control commands remaining bounded. For this purpose, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 1.
The desired trajectory vector = [̇̈] is available for measurement, and anḋ are bounded.
Identification of AUV System
There are two steps to design the output feedback controller for AUV with input delay. First, an NN is designed to identify system (4). Then we will use predictive control algorithm to compensate for the delay that presents in communication channel of AUV. Let
where 3 denotes the identity matrix; matrices 1 and 2 are parameters that can be chosen such that matrix is stable. Then there exist symmetric positive definite matrices and such that Lyapunov matrix equations + = − hold. Hence, system (4) can be expressed aṡ
According to the approximation of NN, there exists a bounded reconstruction error (‖ ‖ ≤ ) and an ideal weight such that system (4) is described bẏ
where is the ideal NN weight and ‖ ‖ ≤ ( is a positive constant). The sigmoid function
is differentiable with respect to and ‖Φ(⋅)‖ ≤ Φ holds with a positive constant Φ.
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Then the NN of system (8) can be written aṡ
wherêis a state vector of NN and̂is a synaptic weight matrix. The sigmoid function Φ( ) = /(1 + − ) + , ∀ , ∈ + , ∈ , where , , and the real number are the bound, the slope, and the bias of sigmoidal curvature, respectively.
Let estimation error̃= −̂, output error̃= −̂, and NN weight error̃= −̂. Using (8) and (9), we havė
Next, a main result will be given. In the following, m ( ) and M ( ) denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalue of corresponding matrix . (9) and conditions (19) . Let the NN weight update law be provided bẏ=
Theorem 2. Consider system (1) with the identification model
in which Γ = Γ > 0 is the learning parameter and is a constant. Then the estimation error̃and neural network weight error̃are uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB).
Proof. Consider a Lyapunov function defined by
Calculate the derivative (12) along (10) and (11); we havė
From (11), it follows thaṫ
From the definition of̃, we obtain the following equation:
Moreover, there exist three positive constants 1 , 2 , and
According to Young's inequality ≤ ( 2 + 2 2 )/2 with > 0; then there are 0 > 0, 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 such that̃≤2
Assume that
Theṅ≤
where
Thus, estimator error̃and NN weight error̃are UUB.
Predictive Control
Input delay (measurement delay and computational delay can be represented by input delay) is a source of instability, which is frequently encountered in the practical systems. For achieving tracking performance, a predictive controller is proposed to compensate for the time-delay present in AUV. Figure 1 is the control structure diagram of AUV system (1). In fact, the NN weight̂stores the dynamical system information. Based on the structure of NN in (9) , an online predictor is proposed. For improving the accuracy of path tracking effectively, the nonlinear prediction model is employed here. Now, let the predictor of system (8) where ( + | ) and ( + | ) are the prediction state and output of system (8) with the initial condition ( | 0) = (0). If prediction model (22) is precise, then ( + | ) = ( + ). This mean that ahead of time can be predicted via ( + | ) in prediction model. Therefore, the difficulty in controlling time-delay plant can be overcome. However, due to the modeling errors, in prediction model (22) 
Next, we will prove that the predictor error (23) is bounded. Define an error vector as
Define a filtered error as
where Λ = [ 1 2 ] is an appropriately chosen coefficient vector such that ( ) → 0 exponentially as ( ) → 0. Then, using (22) , the filtered error can be written aṡ 
Now choose > 0 and let
That is, a control input of AUV is
Note that the predictor state ( + | ) and the associated error ( ) are used in AUV controller (28) ; the NN approximation term̂( )Φ( ( + | )) from (22) is employed to accommodate the unknown nonlinearity. Therefore, the stability of the closed-loop system can be guaranteed.
From (28), (26) becomeṡ
Stability Analysis
Assume that the parameters are chosen such that Proof. Consider a Lyapunov function defined by
The derivative of 1 and 2 can be deduced following the proof of Theorem 2. Thus we havė
In fact, via Taylor series expansion, there exist positive constants 1 , 2 , and 3 such that
By using Young's inequality, there exist positive numbers 3 and 4 such that
Therefore,
where 1 is defined as in (19) , and is positive constant defined by
Then according to Lyapunov theorem, error̃, NN weight error̃, predictor error , and filtered error are all UUB. The control error is thus bounded based on (24) and Assumption 1. Therefore, the NN weightŝand ( + | ) are bounded.
Finally, the boundedness of path tracking error ( ) will be proved. Since
Therefore, the tracking error ( ) is bounded because ( ), ( ), and ( ) are bounded.
Remark 4.
Compared with [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , there are three advantages. Firstly, output feedback is considered in this paper. Secondly, the nonlinear prediction model is employed to improve the accuracy of predictive control. Finally, timedelay is considered in path tracking control of AUV which has more real significance.
Simulation Analysis
Example 5. The simplified dynamics model of INFANTE AUV [2] in the horizontal plane with input delay is adopted as follows in this paper:
where , , and are the surge position, sway position, and yaw angle in the body-fixed frame, and , V, and denote surge, sway, and yaw velocities, respectively. Γ is the yaw moment. The symbol denotes the moment of inertia of the AUV, {⋅} is nonlinear hydrodynamic damping, and Journal of Control Science and Engineering
Since the considered model (42) is in the horizontal plane and has no disturbance, we can assume that = 1 / in principle. In the following, the desired path is ( ) = , , and are given in Figure 2 . The control forces in and and the control torque of yaw are given in Figure 3 . From these simulation figures, we can see that the tracking performance is unsatisfying at the beginning of simulation; this is because the controller performs mainly depending on the adaptive control. The good tracking of position is obtained by the proposed adaptive NN predictive controller by and by. Figure 4 is the path tracking in horizontal plane. From Figure 4 we can see that AUV can realize tracking control smoothly and converge to the desired trajectory.
Conclusion
This paper investigates the path tracking problem for an AUV with input delay. Based on predictive and adaptive NN control theory, a predictive controller is given. The output feedback control algorithm is employed here. The NN is used to estimate the dynamic uncertain nonlinear function induced by hydrodynamic coefficients and coupling of the surge, sway, and yaw angular velocity. The predictive control is introduced to compensate the input delay present in AUV. The stability of the controller was analyzed by Lyapunov theorem. Simulation results showed that the proposed controller performs well with stability.
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